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An improvement in communication can result in a positive impact across various functions of an 
organization. Kommbox is a tool to achieve that. It simplifies the maze of communication and helps in 
smooth functioning even when people change. The productivity and accountability of workforce can 
increase due to Kommbox.

Pure project management offerings often overlook the fine aspects of the project communications, and
hence it is a good idea to use Kommbox to handle the project communications. The non-project 
communications are handled well by Kommbox.

Every company has a unique culture, and hence the use scenarios covered in this white paper may 
not apply as it is. Kommbox is flexible, and can be used in various ways.
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About Kommbox
Kommbox stands for “common box” or a “shared box”, as opposed to an email mailbox which pertains 
to an individual. An organization can create any number of kommboxes, each pertaining to a given 
context. This context could be a department, a customer, a project or any other thing depending on the
nature of business. The organization chooses which internal and external people have access to a 
given kommbox. This model makes Kommbox flexible to handle many different use scenarios.

Tasks
Within a kommbox, the communication is stored in terms of tasks and discussions. Since 80% of the 
communication in an organization pertains to tasks, it is highly convenient to have all the 
communication pertaining to a task available on the task page, along with the high level status of the 
task (assigner, assignee, %complete, due date, task status etc).

Discussions
The communication that is not task related stays in well-defined discussions. Discussions are basically
chains of message pertaining to a given topic. Each message carries a message mood which is 
indicated by a signal color (green for normal, yellow for concern, red for upset). A discussion carries 
the color of the last message, thus indicating the latest status of the conversation within in.

Visuals and Analytics
Based on the communications data, Kommbox features useful views and reports. Noteworthy among 
them are:

1. My Kommboxes view which shows the health of communication across all the kommboxes 
assigned to one. The color codes and visual information lets one identify how the organization 
is doing on various fronts.

2. Dashboard view that shows quick snippets which show the summary of most relevant 
information for a user, such as the number of tasks waiting and the thanks received.

3. My Tasks view which shows the open tasks waiting on one across various kommboxes, and 
the open tasks assigned by one (possibly waiting on others). It also has the issue indicators to 
quickly show if the tasks are late, going to be late or burning extra effort.

4. Communication Report which shows a neat summary of the communication (sorted context 
wise) taken place during a given period. This can help one get quickly updated on the 
happenings during a period.

5. Information assimilation in graphical form to show the contributing users and which areas are 
being worked on.

2-Way Email Integration
Kommbox has a two way email integration.

1. The users of kommbox are notified with task or discussion update via email.
2. They receive a daily or weekly report of communications via email.
3. Users have control over how much email they receive, as they can switch on or off these email

notifications received.
4. Users can send an email to kommbox in a specific format, to create or update a task or a 

discussion.

Because of this tight integration, one may say that Kommbox builds on top of email system.
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Use Scenarios

Project Communication
There is a lot of communication within a project at various phases of the lifecycle. In the agile iterative 
development, these phases are included in every iteration. The needs of communication are actually 
more prominent in agile development because rigorous documentation is generally not followed, and 
there is room for change of course.

67% of software development projects fail. Many of them fail because of incorrect or inadequate 
communication. On the other hand, in the projects which succeed, the project team and client are 
seen aligned to common goals and good communication plays a vital role in establishing this 
understanding. It is not an exaggeration to say that communication makes or breaks a software 
project.

The transparency required by clients is typically very high in software services as against rest of the 
service industry, say manufacturing services. The client needs to be in loop over almost every details, 
and many decisions happen real time, while the project is in progress.

Create a kommbox dedicated to a software project. Add your team members, add any external 
contractors and add your clients to it as users. They all will be automatically in loop over all the 
happenings. The tasks can be created and tracked over the project kommbox, and everyone on the 
kommbox will be in loop over their progress. Discussions can be used for project documentation, 
technology discussions, release notes, minutes of meeting, change requests, quality reports etc.

The weekly digest sent out by kommbox is good enough as the weekly report, so the team does not 
need to spend time preparing for it. Also, everyone concerned is in loop with every happening.

Secret comments can be added to a message or a task update, so that they are visible only to the 
internal users, or only to specific roles on the project.

Kommbox does not expose email ids of other users (unless you are an admin). This makes it possible 
for people to communicate, without worrying about spam considerations.

There are some immediate benefits:
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1. The users save time as they do not need to organize the incoming emails. The communication 
within a kommbox is automatically well-organized (a message stays under the given 
discussion or a task as the sender intended, for instance).

2. No one needs to ask anyone else to re-send a message, as one can search it on Kommbox 
onself.

3. One does not quote a message out of context, as the the message is accompanied by its 
context (the messages before and after it in the same topic).

4. Kommbox is supposed to contain only work-related discussions. Unlike a mailbox, these 
messages do not get diluted by non-work-related emails. In fact, they are further segregated by
topics.

5. Everyone on the project understands how the different tasks are progressing. This visibility is 
important for one to plan one's work better.

6. The expectations are clear. When a task is created, the creator is forced to specify when the 
task is expected to be delivered, and if there is any effort expectation around the task. This 
leaves out any unsaid expectations and the work happens smoothly.

7. One sees all the tasks assigned to oneself on the 'My Tasks' view. (The summary is shown on 
the dashboard snippet as well.) Because of this, the tasks cannot just slip through, and the 
team accountability increases.

If you do not want to add
the client to your kommbox,
then there is another
alternative. Create a
dedicated email id for the
project and link this email id
to Kommbox. Ask your
clients to write to this email
id. The email sent to this
email id gets pulled into the
relevant kommbox (as per
your configuration). Your
project team that's
assigned to the kommbox
will have a chance to debate about how to respond to the incoming message on the kommbox and 
finally the response can be sent from the kommbox. The client receives this response as an email. 
This approach is better than an email distribution list configured to a group email id, as the internal 
discussion and the responses get better tracked.

Project Visibility
Kommbox is strong about providing a great deal of insights into the project communications. On the 
kommbox page pertaining to the project, one can see which tasks are getting how much effort, and 
which team members are putting in that effort. If one is interested in the timesheets of the team 
members, this information is readily available visually.

For the group managers who are supposed to look after multiple projects, the “My Kommboxes” view 
provides a summary view on how the projects are doing. Specifically, any 'red' or 'yellow' discussions 
automatically attract one's eye, and indicate that someone in the team has unaddressed concerns. 
They can then drill down into the relevant project to check why. This is a very efficient way of reporting 
real time.
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Importing Updates from Github, Bugzilla and Other Software
While Kommbox deals with the project communications, developers keep working with code 
repositories (such as Github) and defect management tools (such as Bugzilla or Trac). Some 
companies like to use Kommbox as a single place where the updates from these softwares can also 
be seen.

It is easy to do it with Kommbox because of the email integration, as these software can push updates
via email. Let these updates flow to an email id and link that email id with Kommbox. The incoming 
emails are processed by Kommbox and passed through a rule engine (with rules configured by you) to
decide which kommbox gets a given update, and under which discussion.

Change in Team
When a team member leaves and needs to be replaced by another, then it's a setback to the project 
as there is the extra work of finding a suitable new team member and then getting her up to speed. 
Kommbox makes the later part easy.

When someone leaves, you do not lose any communication as it is all available in the kommbox, even
after the access of the outgoing team members is cut off. Similarly, when a new team member is 
added, then not only she is in loop over 100% of future communications, she also has access to all the
past communications too. Since this communication is organized context-wise, it is easy to find 
something when needed and understand the context around it. This brings down the learning curve 
significantly.

Quality
Many software organizations have a dedicated group that looks after the quality assurance and quality
control processes, and how these processes are implemented on various projects within the 
organization. There is quality process documentation that keeps getting updated and the latest version
needs to be available to the project teams.

These concerns are easily met with Kommbox. Create a dedicated kommbox for keeping the 
discussions and documentation about quality processes. In a discussion, the latest message is always
seen on top of others, and the attachment of that message would be the latest quality process 
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document.

The case studies on how well the projects adhere to the quality norms can also go into this quality 
kommbox, possibly as a separate discussion.

Technology Learnings
The same is true about the software technology. Some times, there is a dedicated group of technology
focused individuals who advise projects on their technology concerns. Many times, there could be 
more than one such groups dedicated to different technology areas.

Create kommboxes for storing the technology related knowledge. At the minimal, the messages could 
be just links to the external websites, possibly with a commentary of how best to use them. If there is 
any elaborate documentation created in the context of certain technology, then those documents can 
be attached to the messages.

Through these efforts, a knowledge asset is created – that helps the companies excel in their chosen 
technologies. New team members may get trained quickly using the technology assets.

IT Support for Hardware and Software
It is a good idea for the internal IT team to use a dedicated kommbox to keep track of the IT support 
requests from projects. One may use an internal kommbox so that it gets automatically available to all 
internal users. The requests are raised as tasks and the status of the open tasks can be tracked in the
kommbox.

Support Functions: HR, Accounting, Admin
The support functions can use their own
dedicated kommboxes. The kommboxes that are
meant for communicating with employees are
typically internally shared kommboxes, which
means that all internal users get automatically
assigned to them.

The primary purpose of these kommboxes is to
make the latest versions of HR policies,
accounting policies etc available to the
employees. The latest message appears on top
of other messages in a discussion, and consequently its attachments are automatically the latest 
documents.

An advantage of using the Kommbox approach is that a relevant message (or a document) may be 
searched when it is needed, not when it is sent. For example, the HR department may publish a 
foreign travel policy document. That document becomes relevant to an employee only when she is 
about to travel to a foreign country. The employee can search the document at that time. Contrast this 
with the email world where one is forced to file an email into the right folder when one sees it for the 
fear of it getting lost among the maze of other emails if it were left as it is. This saves time and takes 
away a lot of stress from the workforce.
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Marketing and Sales
The project case studies, marketing collaterals can very well go into a dedicated kommbox, so that 
they can be searched when needed.

Emails can be sent out to the external prospects through a kommbox that is linked to the sales email 
id (such as sales@mycompany.org). This would keep better track of these emails and their responses 
in the kommbox. They are available to your sales team even when the team members change.

Vendor Management
An organization can add kommboxes for vendor management, and add those vendors to these 
kommboxes. Tasks can be assigned to these vendors with their due dates. The vendor will be able to 
log in to the kommbox and update these tasks. It is handy to have in front of one the status of all the 
tasks to be carried out by the vendor while speaking to the vendor, or while evaluating the vendor's 
performance. Even the invoices and receipts can be kept in the same kommboxes.

Reduce Email, Raise Productivity
When communication gets logged into Kommbox, then the mailboxes become redundant as the 
information store. Because Kommbox does not leak user email ids, they do not get exposed to the 
spamsters.

Kommbox lets a user configure what kind of email notifications they receive in their mailbox. They 
have the choice to switch on or off the instant notifications, daily digest or the weekly digest. Typically 
the top management is happy to receive just a daily or a weekly digest in email as opposed to 
individual updates.

Every organization has some people who receive over 100 emails a day, and a lot of productive time 
gets wasted. When the email communication shifts to Kommbox, the Kommbox insights can be used 
to find the source of updates coming to a user. If they are coming from 10 different kommboxes, then 
the organization may analyse whether the user need to be aware of all those 10 concerns, or some of 
them could be cut down.

How to Start: Evaluate and Use
Micro-small software firms (<25 employees) may be able to use Kommbox on the free plan itself. They
may upgrade to the paid plan on the shared hosting, so as to get access to premium features like 
linked email and branding.

In case of a medium or large organization (>50 employees), the volume of communications is 
expected to be much higher to needs a separate instance of Kommbox. It may be hosted on the 
default infrastructure or the infrastructure provided by the software company. However, for the initial 
understanding and evaluating how exactly Kommbox may be used, a free account may be created in 
5 minutes by signing up here.

Write to support@kommbox.com for any assistance.
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